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Often a seemingly complex ICT challenge... has a very simple solution; working with KITS will help you find the easiest approach (technology & budget) to solve your challenges.
KITS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED is an Information and Communication Technology (ICT) Consultancy Company, the company was founded by a group of indigenous ICT experts, with the idea of offering high-end professional solutions in deploying productive emerging technologies and redeveloping customers’ information systems in line with constantly changing environment and requirements.

KITS TECHNOLOGIES offers ICT solutions that address business challenges. Our aim is to provide total end-to-end ICT VAD & system Integration solution; focusing on Data, Voice and Video Networks (DVV).

Our team of professionals are experts with extensive experience in designing, implementing and advising our esteemed clients on ICT solutions which include; Data Centre Design, Deployment & Audit, ISP setup, Satellite Communication & Direct satellite “Broadband” Internet (VSAT), Wireless Communications (wimax, wifi, Microwaves), Fiber Optics Project Implementation, Structured Cabling system development & implementation, Networking – WAN, MAN & LAN, Network security & Monitoring, VPN, High-end Server implementation, Administration & Management, IP Surveillance, environmental electronics security, Access control & Intrusion detection solutions, Voice Over Internet protocol (VoIP) solutions, Data Storage - Protection & Recovery solutions, Electronics Queue Management System (EQMS), Information Display System (IDS), System specifications / System Engineering & System Integration, ICT consultancy and Technical Education.
KITs technologies believes strongly in the *I*, *We* and *You* model.

**I** – KITS has maintained commitment to improving individual staff (*I*) output quality in a way that will guarantee the quality of services that will surpass customer's expectation.

**We** – KITS' determined focus on individual staff has maintained its effective team (*We*). We believe strongly in team spirit. - “KITS Spirit”

**You** – The strength of our individual staff and the synergy of our team in collective spirit has remained our major strength in adding premium values to our customers' business by differentiating our solutions / services offerings in manners that clearly improves our customers' operating expenses, and that the customer (*You*) will continue to admit that KITS is indeed his kited ICT partner.
**Vision**

“KITS TECHNOLOGIES will be known globally as center for international and local contacts for ICT project development & implementation as well as center for transfer of knowledge, experience and expertise”.

**Mission**

“To maintain ICT professionalism in deploying our products and services with focus on excellence, integrity and affordability”

Therefore, KITS TECHNOLOGIES plans to maintain its position as center for international and local contacts, for project development & implementation as well as center for transfer of knowledge, experience and expertise. Our mission shall be sustained through life-long learning and training of KITS TECHNOLOGIES’ staff, and through nurturing partnership relations with its present and prospective clients while maintaining close and direct links to its main international partners.
In all our relationships, we shall continue to demonstrate our steadfast commitment to:

**SERVICE** - We are aware that great “service” is key to Customer Satisfaction. We put our utmost to achieve total customer satisfaction by understanding what the customer wants and delivering it without blemish.

**INTEGRITY** - Integrity is our watchword. Our customers will always experience the highest level of ethical standards by paying special attention to honor our commitments. We take personal responsibility for our actions, and treat everyone fairly and with trust and respect.

**PROFESSIONALISM** - We maintain competent team that respects professional ethics in delivering our products and service to world-class standards all the time.

**EXCELLENCE** - We are committed to Excellence in all our product / services delivery, we integrate excellence through the power of absolute commitment and lifelong learning; we deliver the best that can be delivered all the time.
KITS Technologies sees social responsibility as one of its civic responsibility and a great opportunity to positively impact on the society for sustainable development as a responsible corporate organization.

In the last 10 years, KITS has developed comprehensive, latest and relevant ICT industry technology-focused courses with the primary aim of sharing our knowledge, experience and expertise with the Nigerian youth, and have trained over 4,500 individuals “tuition FREE”. The courses are specially designed to empower fresh graduates and other beginners to become relevant and responsible professionals in the society, transforming them into expert professionals in IT/Telecoms engineering.
KITS Technologies provides total end-to-end ICT System Integration solution; focusing on Data, Voice and Video Networks. Our competency covers but not limited to the following:

- **Data Centre Implementation**

  KITS Technologies specializes in the Design, Implementation, Operation and Audit of Data Centre. KITS design process includes: Site (suitability - EMC, flood etc.), Building (Suitability - size, strength etc.), Power (UPS, switchgear, generators etc.) HVAC analysis, Work space, Cabling design, Fire protection, Security and access control, Reliability, resilience and business continuity (N, N+1 or 2N designs) across all tiers and classes. KITS focuses on the most relevant cost versus risk model that gives the best value for your Data Centre investment.

- **Satellite communications - VSAT**

  KITS Technologies delivers a wide range of business applications sparked by the strength of Satellite technology. Our VSAT connectivity solutions provides ISP's, telcos, universities and large organizations unfettered access to the Internet backbone, providing them with high-performance links.

- **Fiber Optics Project Implementation**

  KITS technologies provides end-to-end Professional Fiber Optics infrastructural / engineering turnkey services; KITS offerings include premise & OSP Long-Distance Fiber Optics turnkey projects implementation, Optical Fibre Cabling (OFC), Network Design, Installation (OSP and Premise), Fiber Optics Repairs, Restorations and Maintenance. KITS' offering covers small, medium and enterprise Fiber Optics projects.
Video Tele-conferencing system (VTC) has become a way of life for today’s enterprise; in terms of real remote communication. Whether the goal is time to market, or efficient decision making, KITS Technologies has sophisticated and cost-effective Video conferencing solution for you and your business.

KITS Technologies delivers your content effectively using the latest and most advanced technology. Our broadcast services seamlessly connect the broadcaster to the viewer. From managing your content to finding the best satellite platform for distribution or contribution of your signal to uplink/downlink mobile broadcast and turnaround, KITS technologies provides the highest quality of services for all your broadcast needs.

KITS Technologies offers a wide range of Telecom Solution covering Voice Switching, Voice Messaging and VoIP solutions. We offer a complete range of IP PBX/PABX and wide range of mobile & fixed satellite telephony solutions for enterprise-wide application including military, maritime & security.
KITS Technologies offers best rated Network Security solutions (Unified Threat Management - UTM) that delivers breakthrough performance for various network environments, ranging from Internet, Intranet/Extranet, LAN/WAN, VPN and Data Centre protection with maximum security while optimizing network performance.

KITS' solutions cover Firewalls, Traffic Shaping, QoS, IPSec/SSL, IDS/IPS, Web filters, Virus filters, Real-time spam detection, HTTPS proxy, Bandwidth management, and VPN Crypto acceleration.


KITS Technologies offers a comprehensive range of proactive Data Storage services—from Network Data management, protection to disaster recovery, including remote offsite backup and server replication.
KITS Technologies offers a wide range of Broadband Wireless communications solutions, from High Capacity wireless backhauling to Public Hot Spot Wifi and Last mile Access covering Voice, data, Video communication as well as Internet distribution.

KITS Technologies’ cabling specialist team has the skill, experience and resources to design, Install, test and manage your Cabling infrastructure (Optical Fibre cabling (OFC) and Copper cabling) to the latest industry standard. KITS’ offering covers small, medium and enterprise Structure Cabling projects.

Our Queue Management Solution is designed not only to address all your challenges regarding customer flow, but also will help create an environment where customers can feel at home even while waiting. With our EQMS, you can now reduce customer-waiting time, kill employee idle time, delight customers, monitor remote branch office performance and create a unique customer experience.

The solution is ideal for Banks, Telecom Service Centers, Government Institutions, Hospitals, Retail, Airlines, Embassies or any other organization, which encounters heavy flow of customers.
Begin an integral part of our Vision, (...to be known as center for transfer of knowledge, experience and expertise) KITS Technical Education Program (KTEP) is designed to provide ongoing professional and continuously improved courses developed to reflect the latest industry leading information and communications technology (ICT) solutions globally.

KITS Technologies offers series of cutting edge ICT solutions for various environment and requirement ranging from ICT infrastructure development, Mobile Computing to System Automation. More importantly, KITS technologies listens to your unique needs and work with you to build a value adding ICT solution for your environment in a style that will suite your requirement.

**Information Display System (IDS)**

KITS technologies' wide range of Digital Signage (Information Display System - IDS) comes in various forms including: LCDs, LEDs and Plasma Displays. No matter what you want to display, we have the right solution for you. Your entire wall could be converted to a video wall if so desired. Our IDS solution is ideal for Banks, Stock /Commodity Exchanges, Indoor & Outdoor Advertisement, Surveillance control rooms, Transport, Sport and Entertainment, Malls and Retail, Restaurant, Telecom Service Centers, Government Institutions, Airlines, Embassies or any organization who want to utilize the sharp and loud advertisement power of Digital billboards to drive his campaign.

**Consultancy & Business Solutions**

KITS Technologies offers series of cutting edge ICT solutions for various environment and requirement ranging from ICT infrastructure development, Mobile Computing to System Automation. More importantly, KITS technologies listens to your unique needs and work with you to build a value adding ICT solution for your environment in a style that will suite your requirement.
Certifications

The successful participation on the training course at the business platinum level will be certified to KITS Technologies Ltd.

AFEEZ OLANREWAJU MUEEB

The course (2 days) included the configuration of gateProtect Firewall servers with all main features and in particular the following firewall and UTM functionalities:

» Extended VPN IPSec
» Traffic shaping & QoS
» Unix command line
» IP Tables
» Debug methods

The participant achieved a successful conclusion during the final verification.

Lagos, 07.07.2010
Dennis Monner, Board of directors - gateProtect AG Germany
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Awards

KITS TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED has received a number of unique commendations and awards since it was incorporated. A few of the list are as follows:

- Best VSAT Partner In Nigeria (IPPlanet Network) - 2003/2004
- Best VSAT Partner In Nigeria (Gilat/IPPlanet) - 2004/2005
- NCC Award – Commendation In recognition of professional excellence in project delivery – 2005
- Best VSAT Partner In Nigeria (Gilat/IPPlanet) - 2005/2006
- Best VSAT Partner In Nigeria (Gilat/IPPlanet) - 2006/2007
- Best VSAT Partner In Nigeria (Gilat/IPPlanet) - 2008/2009
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March 4, 2005

The Managing Director
KITS Technologies
65, Palm Avenue, Mushin,
Lagos

Dear Sir,

LETTER OF APPRECIATION

On behalf of the Nigeria Communication Commission and the Planning Committee of the 4th Africa Internet Summit and Exhibition (AFRINET) 2005 held on February 22 - 25, 2005, at Abuja Sheraton Hotel & Towers. I hereby convey our profound appreciation to your organization for proving free Internet Access/Cyber Center throughout the period of the event.

We are satisfied with the most professional manner you delivered the services.

We thank you mostly sincerely.

M. N. Uduma (Mrs.)
Chairman, Planning Committee, AFRINET 2005
KITS technologies has built strong partner relationships with foremost ICT vendors across the world as an important policy to ease the process of delivering the most technically appropriate and customer-focused ICT solutions, to the doorsteps of our cherished clients, at the right time. We work hand-in-hand with our partners to keep our processes, awareness and knowledge at the highest level across all ICT paradigms, which allow KITS technologies to make precise decisions to the best business advantage of our esteemed customers.

Below are some of our partners:
KITS Technologies Ltd is a very professional company founded on uncompromising sense of integrity. Our customers know that we can be relied on to get the job done right, within budget and in a timely manner; no matter how challenging.

We maintain a high standard (best practise) of ICT engineering service and workmanship available. We welcome challenging projects with aggressive schedule and critical delivery date. We deliver unmatched quality, diversified work types in an efficient and cost-effective manner.

We integrate excellent project management skills with uncompromising sense of uprightness. These are the cornerstones on which our company is built.